UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561
DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

July 6,2012

Ronald O. Mueller
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
shareholderproposals~gibsondunn.com

Re: Cardinal Health, Inc.
Incoming letter dated June 14,2012
Dear Mr. Mueller:

This is in response to your letters dated June 14, 2012 and July 5,2012
concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to Cardinal Health by Norges Bank. We
also have received a letter on the proponent's behalf dated June 25, 2012. Copies of all
of the correspondence on which this response is based wil be made available on our
website at http://ww.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/14a-8.shtmL. For your
reference, a brief discussion ofthe Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals is also available at the same website address.
Sincerely,

Ted Yu
Senior Special Counsel

Enclosure
cc: Michael J. Bar
Grant & Eisenhofer P .A.

mbarr~gelaw.com

July 6,2012

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corooration Finance

Re: Cardinal Health, Inc.
Incoming letter dated June 14,2012
The proposal provides that the chairman shall be a director who is independent from
the company, as defined in the New York Stock Exchange listing standards.

There appears to be some basis for your view that Cardinal Health may exclude the
proposal from its proxy materials under rule 14a-8(i)(3), as vague and indefinite. We note in
particular your view that, in applying this paricular proposal to Cardinal Health, neither
shareholders nor the company would be able to determine with any reasonable certinty
exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires. Accordingly, we wil not
recommend enforcement action to the Commission if Cardinal Health omits the proposal
from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(3).
Sincerely,

Ted Yu
Senior Special Counsel

DIVISION OF CORPORA TION FINANCE
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility witn. respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.14a.,8l, as with other matters under the proxy
nIles, is to aid those who must comply With the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
andto determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to.
recûmnend enforcement action to the Coinission. In connection with a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's
staff considers th~ information furnished
to ithy the Company
in support of

its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, a'\ well

as any information fushed by the proponent or

the proponent's representative.

, Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communcations from shareholders to the
COinissiotls sta, the staff
will always
consider iiiformation concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by theCómmission, including argument as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taken would be violative
of the statute or nile involved. The receipt by the staff

of such information; however, should not be construed as changing the staffs informal
procedures and

proxy review into a formal or adversar procedure.

It is Importt to note that the staff's and, Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a:.8G) submissions reflect only inforral views. The determinations reached in these no-

action letters do not and cannot adjudicate the merits of a company's position With respect to the
proposaL. Only
, , to include shareholder

can decide whether
a company is obligated
proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionar ,

a court such as a U.S. District Court

determination not to recommend or tae Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a
company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against
the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from'the company'spro'xy
materiaL.
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July 5, 2012

VIA EMAIL

Offce of Chief Counl
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commission

100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

Re: Cardinal Health, Inc.
Shareholder Proposal ofNorges Bank Investment Management

Securities Exchange Act of 1934-Rule 14a-8
Ladies and Gentlemen:
On

June 14,2012, we submitted a letter (the "No-Action Request") on behalf

of our client,

Cardinal Health, Inc. (the "Company"), notifying the staff of the Division of Corporation
Finance (the "Sta:') of

the Securties and Exchange Commssion that the Company intends

to omit from its proxy statement and form öf proxy for its 2012 Anual Meeting of
Shareholders
a shareholder proposal (the
(collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials")
"Proposal") and statements in support thereof received from Norges Ban
Investment
Management (the "Proponent"). The binding Proposal would requie the Company to amend
its
Restated Code of
Regulations to provide that the chairman of
the board
of
directors must
be an independent director in accordance with the "meang set fort in the New York Stock
Exchange. . . listing standads."

could be excluded from the
Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because the Proposal is impermssibly
and indefinìte. Specifically, as discussed in the No-Action Request, the Proposal is
vague
excludable under Rule 14a..8(i)(3) because itrefers to an exteral set of guidelines for

The No-Action Request indicated our belief that the Proposal
2012

implementing a central component of the Proposal but fails to adequately defie those

guidelines, rendering it impenìissib1y vague and indefinìte so as to be inherently misleading.

counsel, submitted a letter to the
Staf responding to the No-Action Request (the "Response Letter"). The Response Letter
asserts that the Proposal is not vague
and indefinite because the Company's shareholders
have voted at each of the Company's thee most recent anual meetings of
shareholders, with
moderately increasing support, on proposals submitted by the Proponent with the same
On June 25,2012, the Proponent, though its designated

Bruss~ls' Century City' Dallas . O~nver' OUIJa; . Hong Kong' Lorídon . Los Ang~les. Munich' New York
Orange County' Palo Alto' Paris. San Francisco' São Paulo' Sinp,apore . Washington. D.C.
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independence and
therefore, the Company's shareholders "fully understad the nature of (the Proposal), and
know exactly what they have been considering."
undefied reference to the New York Stock Exchange stadard of

The Response Letter's argument that the Proposal is not misleading because the Company's
shareholders have previously voted on the Proponent's proposals fails both logically and
under the law. The fact that shareholders have voted on a proposal does not demonstrate that
they "fuly understand" the proposal, and cours have routinely examined whether a proposal
was misleading afer a vote on the proposal has occured. See, e.g., Shaev v. Saper, 320 F .3d
stockholder vote that a proxy statement included
373,381 (3d Cir. 2003)
(nolding afer a
material misstatements and omissions that violated Rule 14a-9 and stating, "We hold that
the
crytic references in the proxy statement were insuffcient to satisfy Datacope's disclosure
obligations

under Rule 14a-9. Material not included in the proxy statement is generaly not

charged to the knowledge of the stockholder."). Likewise, the level of support reflected in
past votes by the Company's shareholders with respect to proposals similar to

the Proposal is

not determative of whether the Proposal satisfies the securties laws. Those past votes
provide no basis for the Response Letter's asserton that the Company's shareholders
collectively
"know exactly what they have been considering" and no longer require an
explanation of the central requiement the Proposal would impose through a mandatory
amendment to the COmpany's Restated Code of Reguations.

The fact that the Company has not previously sought no-action relief with respect to the
Proponent's proposals also has no hearng on the present No-Action Request because, as
Rule 14a-8(l(2) clearly provides, "(t)he company is not responsible for the contents of (a
shareholder's) proposal or supporting statement." Thus, the fact that the Company has not in

the past objected to the Proponent's proposas as being vague and indefinite is not
determinative of the status of

the Proposal. i

The Response Letter's focus on the Company's prior references to the New York Stock
Exchange stadard (which also included references to the Company's independence
standards) in its proxy statements fails to address the priar issue raised in the No-Action
Request: that a
of
the Proposal relies upon an external standard that is not
central element
explained in the, Proposal or supporting statement. The Proposal's reliance upon the exteral
standard
arses in a very different context than the. Company's passing references to directors
being independent under the New York Stock Exchange standards and the Company's

Cj StaffLegalSulletin No. 14 (Ju!. 13,2001), at B.5., stating that the Staff"will not consider any basis for
exclusion that is not advanced by the company."
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corporate governance guidelines? In fact, the proponent inWellPoint, Inc. (avaiL. Feb. 24,

Mar. 27,2012) made an almost identical arguent by asserting that its

2012, recon. denied

proposal was not vague and ìndefinÌte because WellPoint had referred to the New York
Stock Exchange stdard ìn its previous proxy statements on numerous occasions without
explanation. The Staff found those arguents unpersuaive and denied theproponent s

request for reconsideration.

Here as well, the Response Letter does not provide ä rationale suffcient to support deviation
precedent finding such proposals to be excludable under Rule
from well-established Sta
standards are

14a-8(i)(3). For example, the fact that the New York Stock Exchange listing

afer notice and comment does not distìnguish the
Proposal from precedent cited in the No-Action Request where references to Commssion

publicly disclosed and were adopted

rues or other statutes that are not explaied in a proposal have been found to justify
exclusion under Rule 14a-'8(i)(3). See Dell Inc. (avaiL Mar. 30,2012); AT&T Inc. (avaiL.
Feb. 16, 2010).
Finly,

contrar to the Response Letter's asserton, the Company does not suggest that

all

references to the New York Stock Exchange standard of independence in a proxy statement
must be explained or defined or that "generic references to director independence under the
Rule 14a-9.
NYSE rules" ìn a proxy statement automatically would result in a violation of
Intead, the No-Action Request addresses only the specific context at issue here: that,
consistent with Staf precedent, if a shareholder proposal uses an external set of standads as
adequately
explaied ìn order for
central aspects, those stadards mus be
one of its
shareholders to

understad the

proposal on which they

are beìng asked to vote. This position

does not in any way implicate references to the New York Stock Exchange listig standards
outside of

the text of a proposal

and is consistent with the Stas previous decisions in

WellPoint, Boeing Co. (avail. Feb. 10,2004) and the other no-action letters cited ìn the NoAction Request.

Accordingly, for the reasons addressed in the No-Action Request and above, shareholders
requirements to be applied under the
will be unable to determne the specific independence
the New York Stock Exchage's standards for director
Proposal without a description of
the
ìndependence. Therefore, the Proposal's failure to describe the substtive provisions of
New York Stock Exchange stadard of independence renders it so vague and indefinite as to
be excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

The Response Letter in fact concedes that many of
disclosure specifically authonzed under Item 407(a) of

the Company's references are exactly the tye of

Regulation S-K.
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Division of

CONCLUSION
that the Sta concur that it will
action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant

Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectflly request
tae

no

to Rule 14a~8(i)(3).

We would be happy to

provide you with any additional inormation and answer any

questions thatyou may have regarding ths subject. Correspondence regarding ths letter
should

be sent to shareho1derproposals~gibsondun.com. Ifwe can be of any fuer

assistace in ths matter, please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 955-8671 or
James E. Barett, the Company's Vice President and Associate General Counsel,

(614) 757-4514.

~().~/tM
Sincerely,

Ronald O. Mueller
Enclosures

cc: James E. Barett, Cardinal Health, Inc.
Michael J. Bar, Grant & Eisenhofer P.A.

GUTO Heimly, Norges Ban Investment Management
1013179255

at

_.

485 Legtn Avenue
New

C£

1920 L Strt N.W. Sui 40

123 Jusson Street

washigton, DC 20036
Tel: 202.386-9500 . Fa 202.386-505

Grant & Eisnhofer PA

York NY 10017

Tel: 646-722-8500 . Fa 64722-8501

WIngton, DE 19801
Tel: 302-622-7000 . Fax 302-622-7100

www.gelaw.com
Michael J. Bar

Diror

Tel: 302-622-7065

mbarrsgelaw.com

June 25, 2012

VI ELECTRONIC AN OVERNGHT MA
Counsel
the Chief
Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of

u.s. Securties and Exchange Commission

100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re: Norees Bank ProxY Access Proposal Pursuant to Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Ths responds to the letter dated June 14, 2012, from Ronald O. Mueller, Esq., on behalf
of Cardinal Health, Inc. ("Cardial Health" or the "Company") regardig a shareholder proposal
submitted to the Company by Norges Ban (the "Proposal") for inclusion in the Company's
proxy materals for the 2012 Anual Meetig of Stockholders.

roles of

Norges Ban's Proposal advocates an amendment to the Company's bylaws to split the
Executive Offcer and require that
Directors and the Chief
the Board of
the Chaian of

the Chaian of the Board is an independent director. In response, the Company seeks

perission to exclude the Proposal, invokig Rule 14a-8(i)(3) to argue that the Proposal should
reference to the stadard for
be excluded because it is inherently vague and indefite because of
diector independence set fort in the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") listing rues to
which the Company is subject.
Cardinal Health's request for no-action relief should be denied. The Proposal is not

vague or indefinite, and, in fact, the Company has allowed its shareholders to vote on virtlly
the same proposal, with the same reference to the NYSE standards for director independence, at
each of the past thee anual meetigs without any objecon that the Company's shareholders

somehow did not understand what they were voting for. For the reasons set fort more fully
below, Cardial Health's no-action request should be rejected.

.

_. .~... ._. _. .. 1.
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The Proposal

On May 16; 2012, Norges Ban submitted the Proposal to the Company. This Proposal,
if approved by the Company's shareholders, would amend Cardial Health's bylaws to require
the Board be an independent director. The Proposal itself states as follows:
that the Chaian of

RESOLVED: Pusuat to Section 1701.11 of the Ohio Revised Code, the
shaeholders hereby amend the Code of Reguations to add the following text
where designated:
Add a new Section 3.8:

"Independent Chairman. Notwthstanding any other provision of
these reguations, the chaian of the board shall be a director who is

independent from the Company. For purposes of ths reguation,
'independent' has the meang set fort in the New York Stock
Exchange ("NYSE") listig standards, uness the Company's common

stock ceases to be listed on the NYSE and is listed on another
exchange, in which case such exchange's defition of independence

shall apply. If the board 'of directors deterines that a chairman who

was independent at the tie he or she was selected is no longer
independent, the board of directors shall select a new chairman who

satisfies the requiement' of ths regulation with 60 days of such

deteration. Compliance with ths reguation shall be excused if no

director who qualifies as independent is elected by the shareholder or
if no director who is independent is willing to sere as chairman of the

board. Ths regulation sha apply prospectively, so as not to violate

any contractu obligation of the Company in effect when ths
reguation was adopted."

Add to the beginning of the last sentence of Section 3.1:

"Except as provided in Section 3.8,"
SUPPORTING STATEMENT

Norges Ban Investment Management (NBIM holds as a priciple of good
corporate governance that the roles of Chaian of the Board of Directors and
CEO are fudamentaly different and should not be held by the same person.
NBIMbelieves that corporate boards should be structued to enure independence
and accountabilty to shareholders. There should be a clear division of. the
responsibilities between the positions of Chaian of the Board of Directors and
CEO to ensue a balance of .power and authority on the board. An increasing
number of companes-in the US have chosen to separate these two roles. In 2004,
27% of S&P 5QO companes had splìt the CEO and Chairman roles, while by
2011 the percentage had risen to 40%.
The Board should' be led by an independent Chairman. Such a strctue will put

the board in a better position to make independent evaluations and decisions, hie
management, and decide on a remuneration policy that encourages perowance,

provides strategic direction, and supports management in takg a long-tenn view
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on the development of business strategies. An independently led board is better
able to oversee and give guidace to Company executives, help prevent conflct

or the perception of conflict, and effectively strengten the system of checks-and
balances with the corporate strcture and thus protect shareholder value.

An independent chainan will be a strengt to the Company when the board must
make the neGessar strategic .decisions and prioritizations to create shareholder
value over tie.

For more information see

htt://ww.nbíi.no/CirditalHealthIndeoendentChairProposal
Please vote FOR tls proposal.

DISCUSSION
The Proposal is Not Excludable Under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) Because the Proposal

is Not

Vague or Indef'inte
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permts a company to exclude shareholder proposals or statements that
are "contrary to any of the Commission's proxy rues, includig rule 14a-9, which prohibits

materally false or misleading statements in proxy solicitig materals." The Company fails to

challenge anytg in Norges Ban's Proposal as being materially false. Intead, Cardinal
Health argues that the fact that the Proposal references director independence standards defied
in the NYSE listig rues somehow renders the Proposal so ''vague and indefite" that it should
be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

Cardial Health's argument is simply wrong. Norges Ban's Proposal has been
considered by the Company's shareholders at each of the last thee anual meetigs, and has

received steadily increasing support. The Company's shareholders thus fuly undertad the
natue ofNorges Ban's Proposal, and know exactly what they have been considerg. Cardial

Health's request for permission to exclude the Proposal ths year, therefore, is not the product of
any genuie concer that the Company's shareholders may be misl~ by the Proposal, but is

notlng more than a blatant effort to shut down the growig demand by shareholders for an
independent Chaian of

the Company's Board of

Directors.

2009, 2010, and 2011, Norges Ban submitted shareholder proposals to amend
the Company's by-laws to require that the Chairman of the Board be an independent director.
The relevant language below was included in the shareholder proposals submitted by Norges
Bank and included in the Company's proxy statement for each of these years, and the same
languge is set fort in the Proposal:
In each of

these regulations, the chairman
of the board shall be a diector' who is independent from the Company.

Notwthstading any other provision of

For puroses of this reguation, 'independent' has the meanng set
fort in the New York Stock Exchange (''NSE'') listing stadards,
uness the Company's common stock ceases to be listed on the NYSE
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and is listed on another stock exchange, in which case such exchange's
defition of independence shal apply. '

The Company never challenged ths language in the shareholder proposals submitted in
2009, 2010, and 2011 as being vague and indefinite. Moreover, the Company never before

sought to exclude Norges Bans nearly identical proposal on any gröunds, and in each of the
Company's Statements in Opposition to the shareholder proposals, the Company made reference

to, and relied on, the exaCt same 'definition' or concept of director independence, statig in
relevant par in 2009 and 20 i 0:

A substantial majority of our directors are independent as dermed
under the New York Stock Exchange reguations and the Corporate
Governance Guidelies, .. .(emphasis added)

In 2011, the Company modified the relevant languge in its Statement in Oposition to
state as follows:

Al but one of our directors are independent as defied under the
NYSE regulations and the Corporate Governance Guidelines,
. . . (emphasis added)

Nowhere in the Company's Statements in Opposition or proxy fiing is there additional
explanation of the meaning of "independent" as used in the NYSE reguations. In addition, the
Company made additional references to, and reliance on, director independence as defied under
the NYSE rues in its 2011 proxy filig. On page 24, the Company noted:

Durg fiscal 2011, each member of the Audit, Nomiatig and
Goverance, and Compensation Committees was deterined by the

Board to be independent as dermed by the rules of the NYSE and in

accordance with our Corporate Governance Guidelines, as discussed in
more detail below. (emphasis added)
Then on page 28, the Company stated:

The Board has determined that each of Messrs. Britt, Downey, Darden,
Raisebeck, Mmes. Arold and Cox,
Fin, Kenny, King, Notebaer, and
and Dr. Spaulding is independent under the listig standards of the

NYSE and our Corporate Governce Guidelines. (emphasis added)
The Company's, and the Proposal's, reference to diector independence as defied under

the NYSE rues is exactly the tye of disclosue with regard to director independence envisioned
under Item 407(a) of Reguation S-K and that companes have

made for years. Under ths

provision, a company is requied to disclose any definitions of director "independence" only if
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they differ from the standads of the exchanges on which its shares are listed.1 Telligly, the
Secuties and Exchange Commission believed the notion of "independence" as set fort under

exchange listig requirements was suffciently well-defied and understood that no fuer
explanation of

ths ter was needed for shareholders. See

Release Nos. 33-8732A; 34-54302A,

Executive Compensation and Related Person Disclosure, 71 Fed. Reg. 53158, at 52354 (Sept. 8,
2006). Cardinal Health undoubtedly agreed, as it referred to and relied on the NYSE rules for

director independence without any fuer elaboration of what that meant in each of its proxy
fiings that included Norges Ban's shareholder proposals callng for the establishment of an
independent Chairman of the Board. Indeed, Cardinal Health made sumar reference to
director independenct per NYSE rules in its proxy filings for each of the years 2006 though
2011.2
Ths matter should be decided in accordance with the Stafs recent deterations in

PepsiCo, Inc. (Feb. 2,2012); Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. (Feb. 2, 2012); Sempra Energy
(Feb 2, 2012); General Electric Co. (Steiner) (Jan. 10, 2012), recon. denied Feb 1,2012); and
Allegheny Energy, Inc. (Feb. 12, 2010). In each of these cases, shareholder proposals seeking

that the board chaian be an independent diector accordig to NYSE rues was found to be
non-excludable, and the same result should apply here. Cardinal Health attempts to distiguish

these matters from its own by pointing to additional language in the cited proposals that the
board

chaian may not have sered previously as an executive offcer of the company. 1bs is

a distinction.

without a difference. If director independence under the NYSE rues is somehow

vague and indefinite, a fuer reference to the board chairan having not previously sered as
an executive offcer does not address that issue. It merely adds an additional factor beyond

director independence pursuant to NYSE rules.

The Company's reliance on Boeing Co. (Feb. 10, 2004); PG&E Corp. (Mar. 7, 2008);
Schering-Plough Corp. (Mar. 7, 2008); and JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Mar. 5, 2008) is misplaced.
In each of those decisions, the Staff allowed exclusion of shareholder proposals seekig a
requirement that the board chairman be an independent director as defined by the Council of
Institutional Investors ("CLL"). The Staff concured in these matters that additional explanation

of CII's defition for director independence was waranted. But referng to a definition of
director independence adopted by a private organation such as cn is wholly different from

referg to publicly disclosed listig stadards of the NYSE, which are not subject to unilateral

(or even short ter) change. NYSE listig rules can only be amended pursuat to a lengty
Directors and the NYSE Reguation Board
the Exchange Board of
of Directors. NYSE Rule 2A. Moreover, changes to these rules would require SEC approval,

process involvig approval of

which would involve additional notice and comment and, when appropriate, public heargs.

Section 19(b)(1), Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 V.S.C. 78s(b)(l)), and SEC Rule 19b-4
i The Company's reference to its Corporate Governance Guidelies in the quoted examples is precisely the tye of

disclosu on dictor independence contemplated by Reguation S-K where a company has adopted diector

independence stadards that may differ from the generaly Understood meaning of diector independence under the
NYSE rules.

2 The cited amendments to Item 407(a) of Regulation S-K took effect on November 7, 2006, shorty after the
Company's 2006 proxy fiing, indicating that genera understadi of

NYSE listing ruleS predates the adoption of these amendments.

the meaning of director independence under

~..
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(17 C.F.R. § 240.19b-4). A defition on: CII's website, by contrast, can be changed at any time
at the discretion of the relevant governg body of CLI. There is no reason to view NYSE listig

rues as vague or indefite given the NYSE's reguatory statu, parcularly given that its rues
. can be accessed via the NYSE website at any tie .and can only be changed after a lengty
public process. Ths is a significant factor in explaing why Cardinal' Health itself has
repeatedly made reference to the NYSE's. definition oÍdirector independence, Without any

additional explanation of its meaning, in its anual proxy fiings.
The Company argues that the Staffs recent determnation in Wellpoint, Inc. (Feb. 24,

2012, 'recan. denied Mar. 27, 2012) requies granting the Company no-action relief in ths
but is
instance. We believe the Staffs deteration in Wellpaint is -ai aberation,
distinguishable in any event. In Wellpaint, the company's statement in opposition in its 2011

proxy fiing, the only other year for which the independent board chaian shareholder proposal
was submitted, made no reference to the stadard for board independence under the NYSE
listig rules. In contrast, Cardinal Health repeatedly made use of the exact same concept of

board independence according to NYSE reguations in its statements in opposition to Norges

Bank's shareholder proposals submitted in 2009, 2010, and 2011, makg the Company's
arguent in ths matter a misguided attempt to extend the implications of Wellpaint to a different
set of

facts. Cardinal Health acknowledged and agreed with the shareholder proposal's concept

of director iidependence in a way that Wellpoint did not. Put simply, Cardinal Health canot be

permtted to itself refer to the NYSE defition of director independence, yet at the same time
tu around and argue that Norge Ban's reference to the very same defition somehow is
''vague and indefinite."

The Company's readig of Wellpaint would lead to ilogical results. Under Cardinal
Health's application of Wellpaint, somehow, the Company's repeated reference in its proxy
filings over the course of years to its directors being independent according to NYSE rues
became incomprehenible to the Company's shareholders followig the Wellpoint decision.
Alternatively, if the Company's view of Wellpoint is correct, NYSE-traded companes and thei

shareholders in 2012 have somehow collectively forgotten what it mean for a director to be

considered independent pursuant to NYSE rues. This conceivably could mea that ever
publicly traded company that included generc references to diector independence under the
NYSE rues, without elaboratig Ì1 more detal what that mean, is now filig proxy statements
that violate Rule 14a-9 for being materaly false or misleading. Ths cannot be what the Sta
intended when it issued its Wellpoint decision. But that is the end result of the Company's
misreading of Wellpoint.

Finally, Cardinal Health's reliance on a collection of no-action decisions unelated to
board chairman independence is equally 11staken. Dell Inc. (Mar. 30, 2012); Chiquita Brands
Intl, Inc. (Mar. 7, 2012); and Sprint-Nextel Carp. (Mar. 7, 2012) all involved proxy access

shaeholder proposals and director eligibilty requirements under SEC Rule 14a-8(b). There is
no analogous use of director eligibilty requiements that corresponds to the concept of diector
independence. Investors have an understandig of the fact tht there are varous tyes of

directors, including "inside" directors who are company employees and "outside" directors who
are not. Moreover, investors understand that some directors may not be considered

--'.
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"indeptident" because of their current or past connections with a company or its executives and
manager. They do not have a simar understanding of diector eligibilty requiements under
the SEC rues. Similarly, the notion of diector independence under NYSE rules is completely

different from the exclusions at issue in Exxon Mobil Corp. (Naylor) (Mar. 21,2011) (allowig
exclusion of a shareholder proposal tht requested the use of, but did not explain, "guidelines

from the Global Reportg Intiative"); AT&T Inc. (Feb. 16, 2010) (allowig exclusion of a

proposal requestig a report on, among other thgs, "grassroots lobbyig communcations as
defied in 26 C.F.R. § 56.4911-2"); and Johnson & Johnson (Feb. 7,2003) (allowing exclusion

ora shareholder proposal seeking the company's adoption of the "Glass Ceiling Commssion's"
business recommendations without descrbing those recommendations).

CONCLUSION
The Proposal seeks to amend the Company's bylaws to requie that the Chaian of the

Board be an independent director. Norges Ban believes it is important for the roles of the
Chairman of the Board and the CEO to be separated, and that the Chaian be an independent

director, in an effort to improve company performance and promote resonsive corporate
goverance. Accordingly, Norges Ban respectflly requests that the Staff of the Division of
Corporation Finance decline to concur in the Company's view that it may exclude the Proposal
under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). Please do not hesitate to contact me at 302.622.7065 should you have
any questions concerng this matter or should you requie additional information.

¡;
J~/k
~
Michael J. Bar Î
cc: Ronald O. Mueller, Esquie
GUTO Heimly, Esquire
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June 14,2012
VIA EMAIL
Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
Re:

Cardinal Health, Inc.
Shareholder Proposal ofNorges Bank Investment Management
Securities Exchange Act of1934- Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen:
This letter is to inform you that our client, Cardinal Health, Inc. (the "Company"), intends to
omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2012 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders (collectively, the "2012 Proxy Materials") a shareholder proposal (the
"Proposal") and statements in support thereof received from Norges Bank Investment
Management (the "Proponent").
Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G), we have:
•

filed this letter with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"Commission") no later than eighty (80) calendar days before the Company
intends to file its definitive 2012 Proxy Materials with the Commission; and

•

concurrently sent a copy of this correspondence to the Proponent and Proponent's
counsel.

Rule 14a-8(k) and Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008) ("SLB 14D") provide that
shareholder proponents are required to send companies a copy of any correspondence that
the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff of the Division of Corporation
Finance (the "Staff'). Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity to inform the Proponent
that if the Proponent elects to submit additional correspondence to the Commission or the
Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should be furnished
concurrently to the undersigned on behalf of the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8(k) and
SLB 14D.
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THE PROPOSAL
The Proposal is a binding proposal that would add the following new section to the
Company's Restated Code of Regulations:
Independent Chairman. Notwithstanding any other provision of these
regulations, the chairman of the board shall be a director who is
independent from the Company. For purposes of this regulation,
'independent' has the meaning set forth in the New York Stock
Exchange ("NYSE") listing standards, unless the Company's common
stock ceases to be listed on the NYSE and is listed on another exchange,
in which case such exchange'S definition of independence shall apply. If
the board of directors determines that a chairman who was independent
at the time he or she was selected is no longer independent, the board of
directors shall select a new chairman who satisfies the requirement of
this regulation within 60 days of such determination. Compliance with
this regulation shall be excused if no director who qualifies as
independent is elected by the shareholders or if no director who is
independent is willing to serve as chairman of the board. This regulation
shall apply prospectively, so as not to violate any contractual obligation
of the Company in effect when this regulation was adopted.
A copy of the Proposal, the supporting statement and related correspondence from the
Proponent is attached to this letter as Exhibit A.
BASIS FOR EXCLUSION
The Proposal may properly be excluded from the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because the Proposal refers to an external set of guidelines for implementing
the Proposal but fails to adequately define those guidelines, rendering it impermissibly vague
and indefinite so as to be inherently misleading.
ANALYSIS
The Proposal May Be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) Because The Proposal Is
Impermissibly Vague And Indefinite So As To Be Inherently Misleading.
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits the exclusion of a shareholder proposal if the proposal or supporting
statement is contrary to any of the Commission's proxy rules, including Rule 14a-9, which
prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials. The Staff
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consistently has taken the position that a shareholder proposal is excludable under
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) as vague and indefinite if stockholders voting on the proposal would not "be
able to determine with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or measures the
proposal requires." Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (Sept. 15,2004) ("SLB 14B").
The Staff has permitted the exclusion of shareholder proposals that- just like the Proposal
impose an independence standard upon the board chairman by reference to a particular set of
guidelines when the proposal or supporting statement failed sufficiently to describe the
substantive provisions of the external guidelines. For example, in WellPoint, Inc. (avail.
Feb. 24, 2012, recon. denied Mar. 27, 2012), the shareholder proposal requested that the
company "adopt a policy that the board's chairman be an independent director according to
the definition set forth in the New York Stock Exchange ('NYSE') listing standards." The
company stated that the proposal relied upon an external standard of independence (the New
York Stock Exchange standard) in order to implement a central aspect of the proposal
without describing the substantive provisions of that standard. In permitting exclusion under
Rule 14a-8(i)(3), the Staff concurred with the company's argument that without an
explanation of the New York Stock Exchange's listing standards, shareholders would not be
able to determine the standard of independence that would be applied under the proposal that
they were being asked to vote upon.
Similarly, in Boeing Co. (avail. Feb. 10,2004), the shareholder proposal requested a bylaw
requiring the chairman ofthe company's board of directors to be an independent director
"according to the 2003 Council oflnstitutional Investors definition." The company argued
that the proposal referenced a standard for independence but failed to adequately describe or
define that standard such that shareholders would be unable to make an informed decision on
the merits of the proposal. The Staff concurred with the exclusion of the proposal under
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) as vague and indefinite because it "fail[ed] to disclose to shareholders the
definition of 'independent director' that it [sought] to have included in the bylaws." See also
PG&E Corporation (avail. Mar. 7,2008); Schering-Plough Corporation (avail.
Mar. 7, 2008); JPMorgan Chase & Co. (avail Mar. 5,2008) (all concurring in the exclusion
of proposals that requested that the company require the board of directors to appoint an
independent lead director as defined by the standard of independence "set by the Council of
Institutional Investors," without providing an explanation of what that particular standard
entailed).
The Staff determinations in these no-action letters are consistent with many other precedent
in which the Staff has concurred that references to specific standards that are integral to a
proposal must be sufficiently explained in the proposal or supporting statement. For
example, in Dell Inc. (avail. Mar. 30,2012) a shareholder proposal sought to provide proxy
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access to any shareholders who "satisfy SEC Rule 14a-8(b) eligibility requirements" without
explaining the eligibility requirements set forth in Rule 14a-8(b). Finding that the specific
eligibility requirements "represent a central aspect of the proposal," the Staff concurred that
the proposal's reference to Rule 14a-8(b) caused the proposal to be impermissibly vague and,
therefore, excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). The Staff noted that although "some
shareholders voting on the proposal may be familiar with the eligibility requirements of
[R]ule 14a-8(b), many other shareholders may not be familiar with the requirements and
would not be able to determine the requirements based on the language of the proposal." See
Chiquita Brands International, Inc. (avail. Mar. 7, 2012) (same); MEMC Electronic
Materials, Inc. (avail. Mar. 7,2012) (same); Sprint Nextel Corp. (avail. Mar. 7, 2012)
(same). See also Exxon Mobil Corp. (Naylor) (avail. Mar. 21, 2011) (concurring with the
exclusion of a proposal requesting the use of, but failing to sufficiently explain, "guidelines
from the Global Reporting Initiative"); AT&T Inc. (Feb. 16,2010) (concurring with the
exclusion of a proposal that sought a report on, among other things, "grassroots lobbying
communications as defined in 26 C.F.R. § 56.4911-2"); Johnson & Johnson (avail.
Feb. 7, 2003) (concurring with the exclusion of a proposal requesting the adoption of the
"Glass Ceiling Commission's" business recommendations without describing the
recommendations).
The Proposal, which states that the chairman of the board of directors must be an
independent director in accordance with the "meaning set forth in the New York Stock
Exchange ...listing standards," is substantially similar to the proposals in the precedent cited
above. In particular, the Proposal contains the same undefined reference to the New York
Stock Exchange independence standards that the Staff found impermissibly vague in
WellPoint. Like WellPoint and the other precedent cited above, the Proposal relies upon an
external standard of independence (the New York Stock Exchange standard) in order to
implement a central aspect of the Proposal but both the Proposal and the supporting
statements fail to describe the substantive provisions of the standard. Without a description
of the New York Stock Exchange's standards for director independence, shareholders will be
unable to determine the specific independence requirements to be applied under the Proposal.
Particularly with respect to the Proposal, which is framed as a binding amendment to the
Company's Code of Regulations, it is especially important that shareholders have an
explanation of the standard of independence that would be required under the Proposal. As
Staff precedent indicates, the Company's shareholders cannot be expected to make an
informed decision on the merits of the Proposal without being informed of what they are
being asked to vote on. See Capital One Financial Corp. (avail. Feb. 7,2003) (concurring in
the exclusion of a proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) where the company argued that its
shareholders "would not know with any certainty what they are voting either for or against").
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The Proposal is distinguishable from other shareholder proposals that the Staff did not
concur were vague and indefinite, where the proposal requested that the chairman be an
independent director (by the standard of the New York Stock Exchange) who had not
previously served as an executive officer of the company. See PepsiCo, Inc. (avail.
Feb. 2, 2012); Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. (avail. Feb. 2, 2012); Sempra Energy (avail.
Feb. 2, 2012); General Electric Co. (Steiner) (avail. Jan. 10,2012, recon. denied
Feb. 1,2012); Allegheny Energy, Inc. (avail. Feb. 12,2010). In contrast to those proposals,
the Proposal mandates a single external standard of independence (the New York Stock
Exchange standard of independence) that is neither explained in nor understandable from the
text of the Proposal or the supporting statements. In this regard, the supporting statements'
references to separation of the roles of Chairman and CEO do not provide any information to
shareholders on the New York Stock Exchange standard of independence that would be
imposed under the Proposal. In fact, many companies that have separated the role of
Chairman and CEO have an executive Chairman who would not satisfy the New York Stock
Exchange standard for independence. Thus, the Proposal is similar to the proposal in
WellPoint, which addressed only separation of the roles of chairman and chief executive
officer but did not discuss the New York Stock Exchange standard of independence relied on
in the proposal. Consistent with WellPoint, because the Proposal similarly relies on the New
York Stock Exchange standard of independence for implementation of a central element of
the Proposal without defining or explaining that standard, the Proposal is impermissibly
vague and therefore, excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
Therefore, we believe that the Proposal's failure to describe the substantive provisions of the
New York Stock Exchange standard of independence will render shareholders who are
voting on the Proposal unable to determine with any reasonable certainty what actions or
measures the Proposal requires. As a result, we believe the Proposal is so vague and
indefinite as to be excludable in its entirety under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it will
take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant
to Rule 14a-8(i)(3).
We would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any
questions that you may have regarding this subject. Correspondence regarding this letter
should be sent to shareholderproposals@gibsondunn.com. If we can be of any further
assistance in this matter, please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 955-8671 or
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James E. Barnett, the Company's Vice President and Associate General Counsel, at
(614) 757-4514.
Sincerely,

Ronald O. Mueller
Enclosures
cc:

James E. Barnett, Cardinal Health, Inc.
Michael 1. Barry, Grant & Eisenhofer P.A.
Guro Heimly, Norges Bank Investment Management
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VIA FAX AND OVERNIGHT MAIL
Stephen T. Palk, Esquil:e
Executive Vice President, General Counsel
and Corporate Secretary
Cardinal Health, Inc.
7000 Cardinal Place
Dublin, Ohio 43017

Re:

:~,

Stockholder Proposal Pursuant to Rule 14rv-S

Dear Mr. Falk:
Pursuant to SEC Rule 14a-8, enclosed is a shareholder proposal (the "Proposal")
submitted by Norges Bank, the central bank for the Government of Norway, for inclusion in
tile proxy materials to be provided by Cardinal Health, Inc. (the "Company") to the Company's
shareholders and to be presented at the Company's 2012 annual meeting for a shareholder vote.
Also enclosed isa power of attorney (''FDA'') from Norges Bank Investment Management
("NBW"), a division of NOl'ges Bank with authority to submit proposals on behalf of Norges
Bank, authorizing me to act for Norges Bank for purposes of the submission of and
communications r,egarding the Proposal.
Also enclosed for your reference is a copy of the proposed website that is identified
within the supporting statement in the Proposal. NBIM intends to make the proposed website
"live" upon the Company's filing of its proxy matelials for the 2012 annual meeting. The
proposed website is NOT a supporting statement, and the contents thereof; to the extent they
differ from the information set forth in the shareholder proposal, are not applicable to the 500
word limit on shareholder proposals. We are providing the proposed website as a courtesy and
to avoid any potential confusion that may be caused by the reference in the supporting
statement to a currently non-existent website.
Norges Bank is the owner of over $2,000 in market value of common stock of the
Company and has held such stock continuously for more than 1 year as of today's date.
Norges Bank intends to continue to hold these securities through the date of the Company's
2011 annual meeting of shareholders. We will provide you with ownership confirmation from
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., DTC participant number 0902, as soon as we receive it from our
client.
.
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Please let me know if you would like to discuss the Proposal or if you have any
questions.

MJB/rm
Enclosures
cc:

Guro Heimly (by electronic mail)
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NBRM
Norges Bank Investm~llt M;wogemem

Stephen T. Palk, Esquire
Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and
Corporate Secretary
Cardinal Health, Inc.
7000 Cardinal Place
Dublin, O11io 43017
USA

Date:
Your ref.:
Our ref.:

15 May 2012

Oem: Mr. FaJk

Power ofAttorney for Grant & Eisenhofer P.A.
We, Norges Bank, the Investment Managemcmt division, P.O. Box 1179 Sentr\ltP, 0107
Oslo, Norway, ("NBIM"), hereby o011finn the authority of Grant & Eisenhofer P .A., by the
attorneys Stuart Grant andlor Michael J. Barry, to act on hehalf ofNBIM for purposes of
submitting the 2012 shaeeholder proposal and direct all co=unioatiol1s to NBlli
concerning the proposal to Grant & Eisenhofer P .A.

Yours Sincerely,
Norges Bank Investment Management

{ ~7hcu.~

c--.'
VU \A-".'::7\
GuroBeimly

Ya:Thoms<:-tI
.
Chief Risk Officer
E-tPail: Wl@nbim.llo
Tel; +4724073249.

Senior Legal Advisor
E-mail: IDill@!,bim.no
Tel: +4724073112.

Postal address: NorgC1! Bank, P.O. Box 1179 Sentrum, 0107 Oslo, Norway, Att: Guro
Heimly

NBIM i:-. the im(:-hnl'lH
Bnl\krltL~st'l12. __
P.O, Bm: I I "It) S~nlnull
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O:.l(~
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\ \\'w,nhim.llo
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R~glsh'n(inn t1fB"Iti'illC~~ EI)(l'ljl1'iloll\':

NO ()~'IIHN ri" MYA
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Proposed Website Content:
http :www.nbim.no/CardinaIHealth IndependentChairProposal
5.>7-JAREHOLDER PROPO$ALS

Independent Chairman: Cardinal Health,
Inc~
Norges Bank Investment Management submitted the following
shareholder proposal for inclusion in Cardinal Health, Inc.'s 2012
proxy statement:
INDEPENDENT CHAIRMAN
RESOLVED, Pursuant to Section 1701.11 of the Ohio Revised Code, the shareholders hereby amend
the Code of Regulations to add the following text where designated:
Add a new Section 3.8:

"Independent Chairman. Notwithstanding any other provision of these regulations,
the chainnan of the board shall be a director who is independent from the Company.
For purposes of this regulation, 'independent' has the meaning set forth in the New
York Stock Exchange (,'NYSE") listing standards, unless the Company's common
stock ceases to be hsted on the NYSE and is listed on another exchange, iu which case
such exchange's definition of independence shall apply. If the board of directol'll
determines that a chain1'lan who was independent at the time he or she was selected is
nO longer il1dependent, the board of directors shall select a new chainnan who
satisfies the requirement of this regulation within 60 days of such detennination.
Con;pliance wi th this regulation shall be excused if no director who qualifies as
independent is elected by the shareholders or if no director who is independent is
. willing to serve as chainnan of the board. This l-egulation shall apply prospectively, sa
as wt to violate any contractual obligation of the Company in effect when this
regulation was adopted."
Add to the beginning of the last sentence of Section 3.1 :
"Excerpt as provided in Section 3.8,"

SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Norges Bank Investment Management (NBW) holds as a principle of good corporate governance that
the roles of Chainnan of the Board of Directors and CEO are fundamentally different and should not
he held by the same person. NBIM: belicvl;S that corporate hoards should be structured to ensure
independence and accO\Ult.biHty to shareholders. There should be a clear division of the
responsibilities between the position, of Chainnan of the Board of Directors and CEO to ensure a
balapce of power and authority on the board. An increasing number of companies in the US have
chosen to separate these two roles. In 2Q04, 27% of S&P 500 companies hod split the CEO and
Chainna.n roles, whil" by 2011 the percentage had risen to 40%.
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TIle board should be led by an independent Chairman. Such a structure will put the board in a better
position to make independent evaluations and decisions, hire management, and decide on a
remuneration. policy that encQUtages performance, provides strategic direction, and supports
managemenhn taking a long-term view on the development of business strategies. An independently
led board is better able to oversee and give goidance to Company executives, help prevent conflict or
the perception of conflict, and effectively strengthen the system of checks-and-balances withln the
corporate straature
tlms protect shareholder value,

.nd

An independent chainnan will be a strength to tbe Company when the board must make the necessary

strategic decisions and prioritizations to create shareholder value over time,
For more information see http://www.nbim.no/CardinalHealthIndependentChairProposal
Please vClte FOR this proposaL

A.

Our Goal

Separating the roles of CEO and Chairman of the Board is a fundamental principle of good
corporate governance and boani accountability. Norges Bank Investment Management
(NBIM) proposes amending the Cardinal Health, Inc. (the "Company" or "Cardinal Health")
Code of Regulations in order to mandate that the Chairman of the Board is an independent
non-executive member of the board. At the same time, we recognize the importance of board
continuity and minimising disruption. As a result, the proposed amendment ensures that such
a split will take place upon next CEO succession so that its effect will be exclusively
prospective.

B.

Why the Proposed Amendment is Necessary

NBW believes that sound corporate governance is a prerequisite for sustainable value
creation and that shareholders of Cardinal Health will be better served with an independent
Chair:t!lan in the long term:
..

A foundation for good corporate governance is a clear division of roles and
responsibilities between management and the board. Therefore, the roles of CEO and
Chainnan cannot reside within the same individual; and

..

The role and responsibUiti~$ of the board, and in particular the Clulinnan, is
fundamentally different from the role of the CEO and management The role of the board
is to agree on the strategy of the company, to oversee its successful implementation and to
give guidance to the CEO, while role of the CEO is to implement that strategy, and to
meet short term budgets and targets; and

"

Accountability is undermined with combined roles. The bown should be accountable to
shareholders who they are elected by, not to the CEO whom they are supposed to oversee;
and
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..

Separation of these two roles mitigates the risk of conflict of interests. The goals of
management may deviate from those of shareholders at times and it is crucial that the
board has the unconstrained authority to direct management in such situations. Separate
functions empower the board's position to make ll1dependcnt evaluations aod decisions;
aod

~

A company is better off proactively splitting these roles when there is time to find the best
candidates as compared to being forced to react in the event of an unplanned situation; and

e

Separation of the two roles also leaves the CEO more time and freedom to manage the
company. The chairman role has become more time demanding due to regulatory and
legislative changes and the request for more shareholder communication; and

..

Separation of the two ro)"s gives a stronger board. The appointment ofa non-executive
chairman sends investors a signal about the board's independence and integrity.

Separating the roles of CEO and Chairman of the Board is particularly important at Cardinal
Health given that the Company has not met our expectations with regard to key aspects of
corporate governance and performance. Specific examples of instances and issues where
Cardiual HwJth's corporate governance practices are not in line with NBIM's expectations
include the fullowing:
..

Cardinal Health's shareholders must collectively own IDore than 25% of the outstanding
common stock in order to call for an extraordinary general meeting of shareholders; and

..

Cardinal Health's shareholders can only act by written COJ1Sent outside the general
meeting of shareholders with unanimom oonsent, effectively preventing such shareholder
action; ·illld

•

The Board has the ability to amend the Company's bylaws without shareholder approval,
while a majority vote of outstanding shares is needed for shareholders to amend the
Company's bylaws; and

•

Under the Company's Articles of Incorporation the Board can issue shares of a new series
ofprefetted sto"k with voting rights that can be used as a potential takeover defense in the
event of an attempted corporate acquisition (sometimes referred to as ''blank check
preferred stock") without seelcing shareholder approval; and

..

In its 2011 annual report, Cardinal Health identified a suitable peer group as the Value
Line Health Care Sector Index. Compariog self-reported total shareholder return for
Cardinal Health and its identified peer group, for the five year period June 30, 2006
through June 30, 2011, shows that Cardinal Health underperfonned its peers. Cardinal
Health's total shareholder return was 5.95%, while its peers' total shareholder return was
38.02%.
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Conclusion

NEIM believes shareholders of Cardinal Healfu will be better served with an independent
Chainnan in the long tena. To ensure a balauce of power aud aufuority on fue board, aud ill
support of better board accountability and oversight, we urge shareholders to vote FOR this
proposal.
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INDEPENDENT CHAIRMAN
RESOLVED: Pursuant to Section 1701.11 of the Ohio Revised Code, the shareholders hereby amend the
Code of Regulations to add the following text where designated:
Add a new Section 3.8:
''IndeJ~elldelD.t

Chairman. Notwithstanding any other provision of these regnlations, the
chairman ofthe board shall be a director who is independent from the Company. For
pnrpm,e~ of this regulation, 'independent' has the meaning set forth in the New York
Stock Exchange ("NYSE") listing standards, unless the Company's comlll011 stock ~""ases
to be listed on the NYSE and is listed on another exchange, in which case such
exchange's defhlition of independence shall apply. If the board of directors detennines
that a chairman who was independent at the time he or she was selected is no longer
independent, the board of directors shall.elect a new chairmrul who satisfies the
requirement of this regulation within 60 days of such determination, Compliance with
this regulation shall be excused if no director who qualifies as independent is e1~cted by
the shar'eholders or ifno director who is independent is willing to serve as chairman of
the board, This regulation shall apply prospectively, so as uot to violate any contractual
obligation of the Company in effect when tbis regulation was adopted."
Add to the begimling ofthe last sentence of Section 3.1:
"Except as provided in Section 3.8,"

SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Norge. Bank In"mGtment Management (NBIM) holds as a principle of good corporate governance that tll!,
roles of ChainruID of the Board of Directors and CEO are fundamentally different and should not be held
by the same peT/Jon, NEW belieVeB that corporate boards should be structured to ensure independence
and accountabihty to shareholders, There should be a clear division of the responsibilities between the
positions of Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO to ensure a balance of power and authority on
the board. An increasing nnmber of companies in the US have chosen to separate these two roles. In
2004,27% of is&!' 500 companies had split the CEO and Chairman toles, while by 2011 the percentage
had risen (0 40%,
The board should be led by an independent Chairman. Such a structure will put the board in a better
position to make 'independent evaluations and decisions, hire management, and decide on a remunemtion
policy that encourages performance, provides strategic direction, and supports management in taking a
long-term view -on the development ofbllsiness strategies. An independently led board is better able to
oversee and give guidance to Company executives, help prevent conflict or the perception of conflict, and
effectively stre~"gthen the system of checks-and-balances ~ith'in the cm-porate structure and thus protect
shareholder valne.
An 'independent chairman will be a strength to the Company when the board must make the necessary
strategic decisions and prioritizations to create shareholder valne over time.
For more infomliltion see http://www.nbim.no/CardinalHealthlndependentChairProposal
Please vote FOR this proposal.

